Elf on a Shelf Sewing Pattern
This little elf was designed to be used as part of the growing Festive tradition for ‘Elf on a Shelf’. Once finished your
elf will arrive on your doorstep on the 1st December and get up to various sorts of mischief each day until Christmas
arrives. At the end of this pattern you will find a suggestion sheet for things you and your elf can get up to.
Materials required:
¼ metre or less quilting cotton (trousers)
¼ metre or less quilting cotton (shoes)
¼ metre or less quilting cotton (shirt)
¼ metre or less flesh coloured cotton or calico (face and ears)
Scrap of felt (hair)
¼ metre or less quilting cotton (hat)
Scrap of wadding or fusible fleece (ears)
Optional Bell & Buttons
Set of safety eyes & Embroidery silks or fabric paints for face
Bag of Toy stuffing
1 metre of iron on interfacing (preferably woven). - all pieces to be interfaced are marked on the pattern.
(You will use slightly less than a ¼ metre of most of these fabrics, but as most suppliers will not sell less, this is the
minimum amount you will be able to purchase of each fabric).
General Notes: - Use the side of your presser foot along the edge of your work as a seam allowance. Always start
and end with a reverse stitch when assembling your pieces to ensure your work does not come unravelled.
Step by step instructions: PLEASE NOTE THESE ARE SCALED BACK INSTRUCTIONS. THE VIDEO HAS A LOT MORE
DETAIL AND IDEAS FOR CUSTOMISING YOUR ELF AND MAKING LIFE EASIER. PLEASE DO NOT ONLY FOLLOW THESE
WRITTEN INSTRUCTIONS.
1) Cut out your pattern pieces from paper and transfer them onto cardboard, Cereal packet is good for this job.
This makes it easier to transfer your pattern to fabric and means you can re-use the pieces over and over
again.
2) Draw round your pattern pieces onto fabric. To make it a bit quicker to cut out, you could draw onto iron on
interfacing using a biro and then bond to the backs of the fabric. If you want to cut out first and then
interface, If you are cutting out more than one piece, double up your fabric right sides together and pin
through both sides after you have drawn your shape in order to keep it together whilst cutting out. i.e Arm
states cut 4, so once you have placed your fabric doubled up right sides together, draw around your shape
twice to give you two arms in total.

3) Once you have drawn around all your pieces cut them all out and interface where required (If you did not do
this at the start).

Attach your braces onto one of your body pieces and your hair onto one of your head pieces as shown. (Allow at
least a ¼ inch from the side of the face before pinning on the hair or it will get caught up when you sew it all
together) Top stitch braces in place with co-ordinating threads either on the machine or by hand and baste the hair
in place along the very edge.

Place the neck join and the top of the shirt right sides together and stitch (please see general sewing notes at the
start of the pattern)

Add the hat in the same way (stitch right sides together)

Take your other body, face and hat parts and piece together in the same way. Add the bottom/base at the waist on
both pieces. When sewn your bodies should be mirror images of each other.

Press all the seams open

Join the ankles of your legs to the tops of your boots x2

Join the hands onto the arms (right sides together) x 4

Place arms right sides together and sew around the edge, leaving the tops open to turn

Sew carefully around the legs/boots leaving an opening at the tops of the legs

Cut around all the curves of the legs, arms and ears very carefully with pinking sheers, getting as close as you can to
the stitching WITHOUT cutting into it. This will help to make the curves ‘PoP’ when you turn in. (If you don’t have
pinking sheers you can make small snips all the way round with embroidery scissors instead).
Turn the arms and legs in the right way using a chop stick to poke out the points. The legs and shoes are very hard to
do but do gently persevere it’s worth it for pointy shoes! (You can help make a point by snipping off the bulk on the
point of the shoe as shown above).

Stuff your arms and legs leaving a half inch gap at the top unfilled stitch across the top at 1/8” to close.
Layer your ears up as follows: wadding or fusible fleece on the bottom, the both fabric pieces right sides together on
top.

Stitch around the edge with a co-ordinating thread leaving the sides where it will be attached to the head open for
turning. Clip corners and curves with pinking sheers.
Take your ears and turn them in the right way. (If you turn the fabric pieces in the right way the wadding will pop
into the middle). Run a row of top stitching around the edge of your ear to quilt it as shown below.

Stitch a smile onto your elf and colour in his cheeks with a crayon or fabric pen. Pop in your safety eyes and bring
him to life! Lay out your elf to see how he looks as shown below:

Put your legs to one side, flip in your arms and ears as shown in the picture below and pin in place. Baste with a
machine close to the edge of the elf. Pay attention to the video instructions for correct placement.

Lay your plain hat/face/body/bottoms right sides together on top of your assembled body (picture below).
Pin the two pieces together making sure that your waist, neck and hat brim match up and very slowly and carefully
stitch around the head only, start at the neck joint, sew up and around the hat and back down to the other side of
the neck. Turn in and check everything is caught in as it should be.
Then sew from the neck down to the bottom on both sides leaving approx. 3-4 inches open at the bottom.

Your arms and ears will be sandwiched inside. Cut around all of the curves with the pinking sheers and then turn in
the right way.

Your elf will look a bit strange until you start to fill him with stuffing!

Stuff him really well forcing stuffing into all the nooks and crannies. He needs to have a nice stiff body to stand up
well.
Once he’s stuffed turn the opening to the inside by ¼” and press well. Pop his legs into the opening at the base 1 by
1 and pin the legs into place.

Place a co-ordinating thread into your bobbin and on your top spool and sew the opening closed sandwiching the
legs in place.
TA DA!! Your elf is finished

Some ideas for your elf on a shelf.

WHAT NOW?
We would love to see what you and your elf have got up to and are creating an Elf Gallery on our facebook page
from December 1st.
E-mail us your pictures of your finished elves getting up to mischief at beautifulthingshq@gmail.com Use the
hashtag #BTHQelf on social media.
If you have any problems with the pattern feel free to get in touch by the methods above too.
You can find us on facebook at www.facebook.com/BeautifulThingsClasses

